
USES OF COMPUTER IN EDUCATION FIELDS IN TAMIL

Uses of computer education: getting the right kind of information is a major challenge as is getting information to make
sense college students spend an.

The institute provides the reading material and the student attends virtual classroom. Functioning without
them seems somewhat difficult to most people. This will be interesting and easy to learn for students. They
can also watch live matches on the internet. Parents can know the progress of their children through computers
and internet, by browsing the website of the educational institute. The rising of computer technology has taken
deep roots in every field nowadays. Related: Uses of Digital Marketing Skills 8. Students with the use of a
computer are getting faster information and knowledge from multiple sources. You can use a computer to
calculate and manage monthly expenses by using MS excel. There are so many applications that speed the
process and quality of official works. Accessing Podcasts and Vodcasts on classroom computers can easily
provide helpful tools to address these students' needs. In CBT, we prepare different educational programs with
the help of professional teachers and audio visual aids. Colleges began creating specialized classrooms
designed to provide students with access to the utilization of the most modern technology available.
Freelancing is a big example. This is one of the proofs that the use of the computer in our life and business is
really effective. Students use internet to access VU website. But the physical capacity is decreasing or not
growing because of too much sitting all day in front of the computer. They are using the computer and the
internet to create websites. Computers are the most important educational tools for teachers and learners. It is
the worst nightmare for any organization to imagine its functioning without high end automated systems.
Ineffective use[ edit ] Intrinsic barriers such as a belief in more traditional teaching practices and individual
attitudes towards computers in education as well as the teachers own comfort with computers and their ability
to use them all result in varying effectiveness in the integration of computers in the classroom. Similarly, the
use of Vodcasts has become almost as common, as they allow for students to view digitally recorded video on
classroom computers. The problem is that the computer is doing our work faster and accurately and save our
time. Computer plays the key role in this kind of learning. Submit Rating As you found this post useful The
simple and most trending answer is corruption. The skills can be taught at any time and at any place. Many
stock exchanges use computers to conduct bids. As groups of learners coalesce around shared passions online,
they experience something that is difficult to replicate in physical space.


